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oriented program. Experiments also will exploit new capa-
bilities at existing and planned nuclear physics facilities. 
Developing the New Standard Model using the breadth of 
new experimental results will require enhanced theoretical 
e!orts.

RECOMMENDATION IV

!e experiments at the Relativistic Heavy Ion 
Collider have discovered a new state of mat-
ter at extreme temperature and density—a 
quark-gluon plasma that exhibits unexpected, 
almost perfect liquid dynamical behavior. We 
recommend implementation of the RHIC II 
luminosity upgrade, together with detector 
improvements, to determine the properties of 
this new state of matter.

"e major discoveries in the first five years at RHIC must 
be followed by a broad, quantitative study of the fundamental 
properties of the quark-gluon plasma. "is can be accom-
plished through a 10-fold increase in collision rate, detector 
upgrades, and advances in theory. "e RHIC II luminosity 
upgrade, using beam cooling, enables measurements using 
uniquely sensitive probes of the plasma such as energetic jets 
and rare bound states of heavy quarks. "e detector upgrades 
make important new types of measurements possible while 
extending significantly the physics reach of the experiments. 
Achieving a quantitative understanding of the quark-gluon 
plasma also requires new investments in modeling of heavy-
ion collisions, in analytic approaches, and in large-scale 
computing.  

FURTHER INTO THE FUTURE

Gluons and their interactions are critical to QCD. But 
their properties and dynamics in matter remain largely 
unexplored. Recent theoretical breakthroughs and experi-
mental results suggest that both nucleons and nuclei, when 
viewed at high energies, appear as dense systems of gluons, 
creating fields whose intensity may be the strongest allowed 
in nature. "e emerging science of this universal gluonic 
matter drives the development of a next-generation facil-
ity, the high-luminosity Electron-Ion Collider (EIC). "e 
EIC’s ability to collide high-energy electron beams with 
high-energy ion beams will provide access to those regions 
in the nucleon and nuclei where their structure is dominated 

by gluons. Moreover, polarized beams in the EIC will give 
unprecedented access to the spatial and spin structure of 
gluons in the proton. 

An EIC with polarized beams has been embraced by the 
U.S. nuclear science community as embodying the vision 
for reaching the next QCD frontier. EIC would provide 
unique capabilities for the study of QCD well beyond those 
available at existing facilities worldwide and complementary 
to those planned for the next generation of accelerators in 
Europe and Asia. While significant progress has been made 
in developing concepts for an EIC, many open questions 
remain. Realization of an EIC will require advancements in 
accelerator science and technology, and detector research and 
development. "e nuclear science community has recognized 
the importance of this future facility and makes the following 
recommendation.

We recommend the allocation of resources to 
develop accelerator and detector technology neces-
sary to lay the foundation for a polarized Electron-
Ion Collider. !e EIC would explore the new QCD 
frontier of strong color fields in nuclei and precisely 
image the gluons in the proton.  

INITIATIVES

As part of the planning process, a number of initiatives 
were discussed. "ree of those merited special consideration 
by the working group and are considered to be very impor-
tant to the future of the field.  

Nuclear Theory
Experimental and theoretical developments in nuclear 

science go hand in hand, sometimes led by experiments 
and other times by theory. A very strong theory program is 
critical to the success of our field. Recent successes in areas 
such as the internal structure and interactions of hadrons, 
the properties of hot and dense matter, the explosion mecha-
nism of supernovae, the internal structure of nuclei, and the 
nuclear equation of state have come from the application 
of large-scale computing to problems in nuclear theory. We 
strongly endorse the ongoing programs at Department of 
Energy (DOE) and National Science Foundation (NSF) to 
provide resources for advanced scientific computing. 

Beyond continued support for a healthy base program, we 
recommend the funding of finite-duration, multi-institu-
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uniquely sensitive probes of the plasma such as energetic jets 
and rare bound states of heavy quarks. "e detector upgrades 
make important new types of measurements possible while 
extending significantly the physics reach of the experiments. 
Achieving a quantitative understanding of the quark-gluon 
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goal: quantify properties of  QGP as a function of  
temperature

• hard probes created only at the 
earliest stages of  the collision

• sensitive to highest collision 
temperatures

• sensitive to entire lifetime of  
collision

• theoretically calculable & 
measurable in reference systems 
(pp & dAu) 

Jet and Photon-Jet Physics Heavy Ion Physics: sPHENIX Plan

Figure 3.2: A familiar depiction of jet quenching at leading order and without virtuality
evolution. After an initial hard scattering the partons lose energy in the medium and even-
tually fragment in the vacuum into final-state hadrons.

The properties of the medium probed by a high energy quark or gluon necessarily depend
on the virtuality of that quark and gluon. This is illustrated in Figure 3.3. A high pT parton
interacts with the medium over a full range of Q2 scales with a maximum Qmax set by the
p2

T of the parton. For the very highest values of Q2, the parton probes the medium on short
distance scales where the constituents of the medium are bare color-charge point-like
quarks and gluons and pQCD descriptions of resulting interactions should be applicable.
At intermediate scales we expect the probe to see a medium composed of quark and
gluon quasi-particles with thermal masses and associated dispersion relations. At still
lower Q2 the probe samples the medium across longer distance scales where the strong
coupling physics is manifest. At these length scales, weakly coupled pQCD and strongly
coupled string dual (AdS/CFT) descriptions of the quark-gluon plasma offer different
and competing models of the interaction of the probe with the medium [77, 78, 79]. Note
that in the string dual case (as shown at the lower right of Figure 3.3) there are no quasi-
particles to absorb locally any collisional energy loss.

Because the virtuality of a hard-scattered quark or gluon evolves with time, jet measure-
ments provide a doubly “integrated”, or time-averaged, view of the medium. That aver-
aging includes both the virtuality evolution of the probe and also the time evolution of the
medium properties. Because the upper limit on virtuality of the quarks and gluons, Qmax,
is determined by the momentum transfer in the hard scattering process, by varying that
momentum transfer we can dial the range of distance scales and structure with which
a quark or gluon probes the medium. Figure 3.4 shows the pQCD yields [81] for vari-
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LHC, 2.76TeV
RHIC, 200GeV

q(T) change the initial 
collision temperature by 

changing the collision energy

strongest quenching at the 
highest temperature in the 
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PHENIX (F)VTX
first data Run11&12

Heavy�Flavor�Tracker�ͲͲ 2014y

3�detector�systems;
• PXL�2�layers�of�CMOS
• IST 1 layer at 14 cm• IST��1�layer�at�14�cm
• SSD�1�layer�
Engineering�run�2013g g
Full�system�installed�in�2014

8/17/2012 7

STAR HFT
projected

first data Run14

Nu Xu 32/43 BNL PAC, June 7 - 8, 2012 

STAR: Muon Telescope Detector 

     Muon Telescope Detector (MTD) at STAR: 
1)  MRPC technology; µε ~ 36%; cover ~45% azimuthally and |y| < 0.5 
2)  TPC+TOF+MTD: muon/hadron enhancement factor ~ 102-3  
3)  For high pT muon trigger, heavy quarkonia, light vector mesons, BJ/Ψ+X 
4)  China-India-STAR collaboration 
5)  Run13: 43% MTD will be ready 

TPC beam pipe TOF EMC MTD magnet 

STAR MTD
partially installed Run13

fully installed Run14
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incorporated into the QGP?
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do charm mesons flow with the light quarks?

The resulting scaled v2!pT" values for Cu# Cu and
Au# Au collisions, are shown in Fig. 1(c). To facilitate
later comparisons with the model calculations of Ref. [25],
they are divided by k $ 3:1. These scaled values are
clearly independent of the colliding system size and
show essentially perfect scaling for the full range of cen-
tralities (or !) and pT selections presented [41]. The scaled
v2 are also in accord with the scale invariance of perfect
fluid hydrodynamics [25,29], which suggests that rapid
local thermalization [9,10] is achieved. It is noteworthy
that similarly robust scaling for the pT-integrated v2 is not
observed [39,40]. This is probably due to methodological
differences in the evaluation of !.

The magnitude of v2=! depends on cs [25]. As a rea-
sonable first approximation we compare our measured
v2=! at an integrated hpTi $ 0:45 GeV=c and the results
of Fig. 2 of [25] to obtain cs % 0:35& 0:05. Note that this
hpTi value accounts for pT threshold differences and the
calculations are done at fixed b $ 8 fm and constant cs.
Thus, since we expect the speed of sound to vary as a
function of time, one might view this cs value as the
approximate average value over the time period 2 !R=cs,
the time over which the flow develops. This value suggests
an effective EOS, which is softer than that for the high-
temperature QGP [42], but does not reflect a very strong
first order phase transition in which matter-flow is signifi-
cantly slowed or stalled.

Figures 2 and 3 show that the distinctive features of the
v2 for identified particles provide another detailed set of
scaling tests. Figure 2(a) shows a comparison of the mea-
sured differential anisotropy v2!pT", for several particle
species obtained in minimum-bias Au# Au collisions at!!!!!!!!
sNN
p $ 200 GeV. The results are in good agreement (bet-
ter than 3%) with those of our previous measurements [23].
The values for neutral kaons (K0

s ), lambdas ("), and the
cascades (#) show results from the STAR Collaboration

[24,43]. The STAR v2 values were multiplied by the factor
1.1 to account for a small difference between the average
centralities for minimum-bias events from the two experi-
ments. PHENIX and STAR v2!pT" results [for "&, p! !p"
and K] for 10% centrality bins are essentially identical.

The comparison in Fig. 2(a) shows the well-known
particle identification (PID) ordering of v2!pT" at both
low and high pT values. At low pT (pT & 2 GeV=c), one
can see rather clear evidence for mass ordering. If this
aspect of v2 is driven by a hydrodynamic pressure gradient,
the prediction is that the differential v2 values observed for
each particle species should scale with KET . The pressure
gradient that drives elliptic flow is directly linked to the
collective kinetic energy of the emitted particles. For
higher values of pT (pT % 2–4 GeV=c), Fig. 2(a) indicates
that mass ordering is broken and v2 is more strongly
dependent on the quark composition of the particles than
on their mass, which has been attributed to the dominance
of the quark coalescence mechanism for pT % 2'
4 GeV=c [22–24].

Figure 2(b) shows the same v2 data presented in
Fig. 2(a) plotted as a function of KET . Note that KET is a
robust scaling variable because it takes into account rela-
tivistic effects, which are especially important for the light-
est particles. In contrast to the PID ordering observed in
Fig. 2(a), all particle species scale to a common set of
elliptic flow values for KET & 1 GeV, confirming the
strong influence of hydrodynamic pressure gradients. For
KET * 1 GeV, this particle mass scaling (observed for all
particle species) gives way to a clear splitting into a meson
branch (lower v2) and a baryon branch (higher v2). Since
both of these branches show rather good scaling separately,
we interpret this as an initial hint for the degrees of free-
dom in the flowing matter at an early stage.

Figure 3 shows the results obtained after quark number
scaling of the v2 values shown in Fig. 2. That is, v2, pT , and
KET are divided by the number of constituent quarks nq for
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FIG. 3 (color online). (a) v2=nq vs pT=nq and (b) v2=nq vs
KET=nq for identified particle species obtained in minimum-bias
Au# Au collisions. The STAR data are from Refs. [24,43].
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FIG. 2 (color online). (a) v2 vs pT and (b) v2 vs KET for
identified particle species obtained in minimum-bias Au# Au
collisions. The STAR data are from Refs. [24,43].
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The resulting scaled v2!pT" values for Cu# Cu and
Au# Au collisions, are shown in Fig. 1(c). To facilitate
later comparisons with the model calculations of Ref. [25],
they are divided by k $ 3:1. These scaled values are
clearly independent of the colliding system size and
show essentially perfect scaling for the full range of cen-
tralities (or !) and pT selections presented [41]. The scaled
v2 are also in accord with the scale invariance of perfect
fluid hydrodynamics [25,29], which suggests that rapid
local thermalization [9,10] is achieved. It is noteworthy
that similarly robust scaling for the pT-integrated v2 is not
observed [39,40]. This is probably due to methodological
differences in the evaluation of !.

The magnitude of v2=! depends on cs [25]. As a rea-
sonable first approximation we compare our measured
v2=! at an integrated hpTi $ 0:45 GeV=c and the results
of Fig. 2 of [25] to obtain cs % 0:35& 0:05. Note that this
hpTi value accounts for pT threshold differences and the
calculations are done at fixed b $ 8 fm and constant cs.
Thus, since we expect the speed of sound to vary as a
function of time, one might view this cs value as the
approximate average value over the time period 2 !R=cs,
the time over which the flow develops. This value suggests
an effective EOS, which is softer than that for the high-
temperature QGP [42], but does not reflect a very strong
first order phase transition in which matter-flow is signifi-
cantly slowed or stalled.

Figures 2 and 3 show that the distinctive features of the
v2 for identified particles provide another detailed set of
scaling tests. Figure 2(a) shows a comparison of the mea-
sured differential anisotropy v2!pT", for several particle
species obtained in minimum-bias Au# Au collisions at!!!!!!!!
sNN
p $ 200 GeV. The results are in good agreement (bet-
ter than 3%) with those of our previous measurements [23].
The values for neutral kaons (K0

s ), lambdas ("), and the
cascades (#) show results from the STAR Collaboration

[24,43]. The STAR v2 values were multiplied by the factor
1.1 to account for a small difference between the average
centralities for minimum-bias events from the two experi-
ments. PHENIX and STAR v2!pT" results [for "&, p! !p"
and K] for 10% centrality bins are essentially identical.

The comparison in Fig. 2(a) shows the well-known
particle identification (PID) ordering of v2!pT" at both
low and high pT values. At low pT (pT & 2 GeV=c), one
can see rather clear evidence for mass ordering. If this
aspect of v2 is driven by a hydrodynamic pressure gradient,
the prediction is that the differential v2 values observed for
each particle species should scale with KET . The pressure
gradient that drives elliptic flow is directly linked to the
collective kinetic energy of the emitted particles. For
higher values of pT (pT % 2–4 GeV=c), Fig. 2(a) indicates
that mass ordering is broken and v2 is more strongly
dependent on the quark composition of the particles than
on their mass, which has been attributed to the dominance
of the quark coalescence mechanism for pT % 2'
4 GeV=c [22–24].

Figure 2(b) shows the same v2 data presented in
Fig. 2(a) plotted as a function of KET . Note that KET is a
robust scaling variable because it takes into account rela-
tivistic effects, which are especially important for the light-
est particles. In contrast to the PID ordering observed in
Fig. 2(a), all particle species scale to a common set of
elliptic flow values for KET & 1 GeV, confirming the
strong influence of hydrodynamic pressure gradients. For
KET * 1 GeV, this particle mass scaling (observed for all
particle species) gives way to a clear splitting into a meson
branch (lower v2) and a baryon branch (higher v2). Since
both of these branches show rather good scaling separately,
we interpret this as an initial hint for the degrees of free-
dom in the flowing matter at an early stage.

Figure 3 shows the results obtained after quark number
scaling of the v2 values shown in Fig. 2. That is, v2, pT , and
KET are divided by the number of constituent quarks nq for
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Figure 3 shows the measured RAA and vHF
2 of heavy-

flavor electrons in 0%–10% central and minimum bias
collisions, and our corresponding !0 data [6,29]. The
data indicate strong coupling of heavy quarks to the me-
dium. While at low pT the suppression is smaller than that
of !0, RAA of heavy-flavor decay electrons approaches the
!0 value for pT > 4 GeV=c although a significant contri-
bution from bottom decays is expected at high pT . The
large vHF

2 indicates that the charm relaxation time is com-
parable to the short time scale of flow development in the
produced medium. It should be noted that much reduced
uncertainties and the extended pT range of the present data
permit the comparisons of RAA and v2 of the heavy and
light flavors.

More quantitative statements require theoretical guid-
ance. Figure 3 compares the RAA and v2 of heavy-flavor
electrons with models calculating both quantities simulta-
neously. A pQCD calculation with radiative energy loss
(curves I) [30] describes the measured RAA reasonably well
using a large transport coefficient q̂ ! 14 GeV2=fm,
which also provides a consistent description of light hadron

suppression. This value of q̂ would imply a strongly
coupled medium. In this model the azimuthal anisotropy
is only due to the path length dependence of energy loss,
and the data clearly favor larger vHF

2 than predicted from
this effect alone.
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FIG. 2 (color online). RAA of heavy-flavor electrons with pT
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function of centrality given by Npart. Error bars (boxes) depict
statistical (point-by-point systematic) uncertainties. The right
(left) box at RAA ! 1 shows the relative uncertainty from the
p" p reference common to all points for pT > 0:3#3$ GeV=c.
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!  Indirect measurement using semileptonic heavy-
flavor decays 

! Measure contribution of heavy flavor to  lepton 
spectra 
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subtract the electrons from charm from the overall non-photonic electron spectrum.  
Measuring RAA, rather than RCP, requires a large untriggered dataset in p+p collisions at 
200 GeV. 
 

 
Figure 5.4 Projection of D0 v2, as 
compared to hydrodynamical calculations 
and coalescence calculations assuming 
charm flows as light quarks, or does not 
flow. 

 
Figure 5.5 Projected uncertainties on D0 
RCP 

 

 
Using triggered datasets, first open beauty measurements in Au+Au collisions in STAR 
can be made using displaced electrons as shown in Figure 5.6.  The ratio of electrons 
from beauty to those from charm, measured in Au+Au, can be compared to published 
STAR results from electron-hadron and electron-D0 correlations in p+p collisions, to 
see if beauty is suppressed less than charm in medium at RHIC energies.  The 
projection folds in the loss of luminosity due to the requirement of a tight vertex z cut 
in order to maximize the acceptance of the HFT PXL layers. 
 

 
Figure 5.6 Projected ratio of electrons from beauty to total non-photonic electrons in 
Au+Au collisions, for integrated luminosities and event counts as shown. For 
comparison, published results from p+p collisions are shown [STAR, Phys. Rev. Lett. 

charm flows as 
light quarks

no charm flow

will determine if  charm mesons follow same v2 scaling as light & 
strange hadrons
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DHQ ~ a few ∙ (2πT)

34

FIG. 39: (Color online) RAuAu in 0–10% centrality class com-
pared with energy loss models. The thick dashed curve is the
BDMPS [71] calculation for electrons from D and B decays.
The bands are DGLV [72] calculations for electrons from D
and B decays. The lower band contains collisional energy loss
as well as radiative energy loss. The thin dashed curves are
DGLV calculations for electrons from D decays only.
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FIG. 40: (Color online) Comparison of Langevin-based mod-
els from [74–76] to the heavy flavor electron RAuAu for 0–10%
centrality and v2 for minimum-bias collisions.

charm and beauty hadrons in p+p and Au+Au collisions.
As it has been observed for the light hadrons [79], one
could expect a modification of the charm hadron chem-
ical composition in the most central Au+Au collisions.
In particular, an enhancement of the !c production has
been predicted [80]. A !c enhancement leads naturally
to a nonphotonic electron RAA smaller than one due to
a smaller semileptonic decay branching ratio of charm
baryons compared to charm mesons and also due to a
softer spectrum of the electrons from the charm baryon
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FIG. 41: (Color online) RAuAu in 0–10% centrality class com-
pared with a collisional dissociation model [78] (band) in
Au+Au collisions.

decay. A RAA of about 0.65 for electrons from charm
hadron decay is predicted when a charm baryon to charm
meson ratio in central Au+Au collisions close to one is
assumed [81].
Gossiaux and Aichelin [82–84] calculated the RAA from

collisional energy loss in pQCD using a running coupling
constant and replacing the Debye mass with a hard ther-
mal loop calculation. The model finds a value close to
the experimental RAA for all centralities, while leaving
room for a possible radiative contribution as well. Fig-
ure 42 shows the RAA as a function of pT and centrality
from this model.
Kharzeev has predicted a universal bound on the en-

ergy of a parton escaping strongly coupled matter [85] in
N = 4 SUSY Yang-Mills theory, under some assumptions
about the evolution of gauge fields in heavy-ion collisions.
In the model, the RAA at high pT is given by a constant
times Npart/Ncoll with the constant universal for all par-
ticle species.

B. Theory comparison (v2)

The azimuthal anisotropy of heavy quarks gives infor-
mation about the density of the colliding system. The
collectivity of heavy quarks during the early stage of the
collision is expected to be developed via the strong in-
teraction inside the quark gluon plasma, which will be
seen in the relatively low pT region. On the other hand,
the suppression and/or modification of the high pT yield,
which is caused by the interaction of the heavy quarks
with the overlapped almond shape geometry and path
length of the heavy quark inside the plasma, could also
create an azimuthal anisotropy at higher pT . Therefore,
when considering the pT dependence of the anisotropy
parameter v2, it is important to understand these dif-
ferent e"ects as well as the relative fraction of bottom
quarks compared to charm quarks. Several model pre-
dictions are compared to the experimental data in this

PHENIX, PRL98 172301 (2007)
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verse momentum (pT ), encompassing thermal and kinetic
regimes. Most notably, we predict the nuclear modifica-
tion factor (RAA) of the Ds to significantly exceed one,
which would be the first of its kind for a meson at collider
energies. The main, dynamical, information is, however,
encoded in its pT -dependence, which allows us to scruti-
nize both di!usion and hadronization e!ects, especially
in comparison to D mesons.

The Ds and D observables encode yet another aspect
which has not been evaluated in the HQ context to date:
the role of the hadronic phase. Following the common,
empirically supported notion that multistrange hadrons
(e.g., ! and "!) decouple close to the hadronization tran-
sition [31, 32], the same should apply to the Ds. Hence,
after evaluating the e!ects of hadronic di!usion on the
D-meson, a comparison of D and Ds observables enables
a quantitative assessment of the hadronic transport co-
e#cient. Since the HQ transport coe#cient is believed
to be closely related to the widely discussed viscosity-
to-entropy ratio of QCD matter ("/s) [12], disentangling
the former for hadronic and QGP phases would allow us
to quantify the temperature dependence of "/s.

Let us start by describing our calculations of charm
di!usion in medium. At the temperatures of interest
in URHICs, T!400MeV, HQ kinetics can be approxi-
mated by Brownian motion, with a thermal relaxation
rate A(p, T ) derived from a Fokker-Planck equation [8–
10, 17, 20, 23]. The key input to calculate A are HQ scat-
tering amplitudes; at low- and intermediate momenta,
these are governed by elastic interactions of potential
type. In the QGP, we employ thermodynamic T -matrix
calculations [20, 33] with input potentials approximated
by HQ internal energies computed in thermal lattice
QCD (lQCD). The resulting T -matrices exhibit resonant
states close to threshold in mesonic and diquark channels
close to Tc. They accelerate thermal HQ relaxation by
a factor of !3-5 over leading-order pQCD [33]. In the
hadronic phase, the thermal relaxation rate of D mesons
is obtained [34] from elastic scattering amplitudes based
on e!ective hadronic Lagrangians constrained by vacuum
spectroscopy. Figure 1 summarizes our input for the
spatial di!usion coe#cient of charm in matter, defined
by the Einstein relation as Ds = T/[mc,DA(p = 0, T )].
Coming from high T we observe a steady decrease in the
QGP (due to an increased interaction strength in the
lQCD potentials), followed by an increase in hadronic
matter. The calculations support a continuous evolu-
tion through the transition region, with a minimum of
Ds " (4#5)/2#T around Tc (translating into an esti-
mate of "/s ! (2#4)/4#). Also note that our results
in the QGP are comparable to recent quenched lQCD
estimates [35, 36], but far below the pQCD values.

The Brownian motion of charm is implemented into
URHICs via relativistic Langevin simulations, with the
space-time evolution of the medium approximated by
boost-invariant ideal hydrodynamics. To this end we em-
ploy our recent tune [37] of the AZHYDRO code [38],
optimized to describe bulk and multistrange hadron

FIG. 1: (Color online) The spatial di!usion coe"cients Ds (in
units of the thermal wavelength, 1/(2!T )) vs. temperature (in
units of Tc) for charm quarks using T -matrix interactions in
the QGP (red band) and D mesons using e!ective lagrangians
in hadronic matter (blue solid line), compared to pQCD (pur-
ple dashed line) and quenched lQCD (data points) [35, 36].

spectra and elliptic flow in Au-Au collisions RHIC. It
utilizes a state-of-the-art lQCD equation of state [2,
39] with pseudo-critical deconfinement temperature of
Tc=170MeV, and a subsequent hadron-resonance-gas
phase with chemical freezeout at Tch=160MeV to ac-
count for the observed hadron ratios. A compact ini-
tial spatial profile with pre-equilibrium flow permits a
simultaneous fit of multistrange- and bulk-hadron data
at chemical and thermal (Tfo"110MeV) freezeout, re-
spectively. The initial HQ distributions are taken from a
PYTHIA tune to e± spectra in pp and dAu collisions [17].
The Cronin e!ect in nuclear collisions is accounted for
via a Gaussian transverse-momentum broadening with
$k2T % = 0.6 GeV2, estimated from recent PHENIX e±

spectra in dAu [40].
After di!usion through the QGP charm-quark distri-

butions are converted into charmed hadrons. We ac-
complish this by applying resonance recombination [41]
with thermal light and strange quarks into D and Ds

mesons on the hydro hypersurface at Tc [42]. Remain-
ing c-quarks are treated with $-function fragmentation
(as used in the fits to pp data). For a reliable coales-
cence dynamics at low and intermediate pT , it is cru-
cial that the formulation of the resonance recombina-
tion model (RRM) via a Boltzmann equation [41] yields
the long-time limit of thermal equilibrium. We have
verified this in the present case with the full space-
momentum correlations as given by the hydrodynamic
flow field [42]. The coalescence probabilities are esti-
mated via Pcoal(p) " $%res%res

c (p), with the charm-quark
reaction rate, %res

c (p) (as given by the heavy-light T ma-
trix), and a time duration $%res characterizing one gen-
eration of D and Ds resonance formation [42]. With
%res
c (0)"0.2GeV [43] and $%res&1 fm/c, we assume a re-

combination probability of one at vanishing charm-quark

data far from pQCD expectation, but 
qualitatively consistent with lattice & 

Langevin based models 

pQCD

He, Fries & Rapp, 1204.4442
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Figure 9: RHIC suppression factor RAA for the ⌥(1s), ⌥(2s), ⌥(3s), �b1, and �b2 states as a function of
the number of participants (left) and rapidity (right). The top row uses potential model A (40) and the
bottom row uses potential model B (41). In all plots we used

p
sNN = 200 GeV, assumed a shear viscosity to

entropy density ratio of 4⇡⌘/S = 1, and implemented cuts of 0 < pT < 20 GeV and (left) rapidity |y| < 0.5
(right) centrality 0-100%.

states produced can survive even when the central temperature of the plasma is above their
naive dissociation temperature.

In Fig. 10 we show the inclusive suppression factor Rfull

AA

[⌥(1s)] obtained using the feed
down prescription presented in Section 7. As can be seen from these figures, potential
model A (free energy) predicts much stronger suppression than potential model B (internal
energy). As we can see the result has a significant dependence on the assumed shear viscosity
to entropy density ratio. This could, in principle, be used to constrain ⌘/S from RHIC data
on bottomonium suppression.

8.1.1. R
AA

for ⌥(1s+ 2s+ 3s) and comparison to STAR data

Due to limited statistics and resolution the STAR Collaboration does not report separate
suppression factors for the ⌥(1s), ⌥(2s), and ⌥(3s) states. Instead, they compute an e↵ec-
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Angular Dependence of Jet Quenching Indicates Its Strong Enhancement
near the QCD Phase Transition
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We study dependence of jet quenching on matter density, using ‘‘tomography’’ of the fireball provided

by RHIC data on azimuthal anisotropy v2 of high pt hadron yield at different centralities. Slicing the

fireball into shells with constant (entropy) density, we derive a ‘‘layer-wise geometrical limit’’ vmax
2 which

is indeed above the data v2 < vmax
2 . Interestingly, the limit is reached only if quenching is dominated by

shells with the entropy density exactly in the near-Tc region. We show two models that simultaneously

describe the high pt v2 and RA-A data and conclude that such a description can be achieved only if the jet

quenching is few times stronger in the near-Tc region relative to QGP at T > Tc. One possible reason for

such enhancement may be recent indications that the near-Tc region is a magnetic plasma of relatively

light color-magnetic monopoles.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.102.202302 PACS numbers: 25.75.!q, 12.38.Mh

Introduction.—Recent experiments at the Relativistic
Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) are dedicated to study possible
new forms of QCD matter, with increasing energy density.
In such collisions the produced matter equilibrates as
quark-gluon plasma (QGP)[1] and then cools down
through the near-Tc (M) phase (M for mixed, median,
magnetic [2]) into the usual hadronic phase (H). To probe
the created matter in an externally controllable way, like
using x ray for medical diagnosis is impossible. However,
high energy jets are internal probes: propagating through
the fireball, they interact—and thus obtain important in-
formation about the medium—as proposed long ago in
Refs. [3–5]. In heavy ion collisions this energy loss can
be manifested in the suppression of observed hadron spec-
tra at high transverse momenta pt, as well as in the sup-
pression of back-to-back di-hadron correlations with a
high-pt trigger, when compared with p-p and d-A colli-
sions. The ‘‘jet quenching’’ phenomenon is one of the
major discoveries by the RHIC experimental program [6].

The suppression is quantified by comparison of the
inclusive spectra d2NA-A=dptd! in ion-ion (A-A) collision
to a nucleon-nucleon (p-p) reference d2"N-N=dptd! via
the Nuclear Modification Factor RA-A"pt#:

RA-A"pt# $
d2NA-A=dptd!

TA-Ad
2"N-N=dptd!

(1)

with TA-A the nuclear overlap function which scales up a
single N-N cross section to A-A according to the expected
number of binary N-N collisions without modification.
Thus a RA-A smaller (larger) than unity means suppression
(enhancement) due to medium effect. At RHIC this ratio at
large pt > 6 GeV has been measured to be a constant,
about 0.2 for the most central Au-Au collisions. Accurate
calibration of hard processes in p-p and d-Au collisions, as
well as with hard photon measurements (which show no
quenching) [6] resulted in quite accurate knowledge of jet

production geometry, for any impact parameter b (or cen-
trality bins, often characterized by the number of nucleon
participants Npart in a collision event). While quenching is
firmly established as a final state effect, many efforts to
understand its microscopic mechanism are not yet conclu-
sive. Those include pQCD gluon radiation with Landau-
Pomeranchuk-Migdal (LPM) effect [7], synchrotronlike
radiation on coherent fields [8,9], elastic scattering loss
[10], etc. The fate of deposited energy discussed in
Refs. [11,12] led to predictions of ‘‘conical flow’’ corre-
lated with experimentally observed conical structures in
correlations involving 2 or 3 particles, for reviews see e.g.,
[13,14].
Jet tomography and the geometric limit.—In noncentral

collisions the overlap region of two colliding nuclei has an
almondlike shape: thus jets penetrating the fireball in dif-
ferent directions lose different amount of energy according
to their varying paths. Their yield distribution d2N=dptd#
in azimuthal angle # (with respect to the reaction plane)
for high pt hadrons thus provides a ‘‘tomography’’ of the
fireball [15–17]. We will focus on the second Fourier
coefficient

v2"pt; b# $
R
2$
0 d# cos"2##%d2N=dptd#&R

2$
0 d#%d2N=dptd#& (2)

depending on impact parameter b for large pt > 6 GeV
where hard processes dominate and dependence on pt is
weak [18].
Unexpectedly, measured v2"pt; b# happen to be consid-

erably larger than what jet quenching models predicted.
The aim of our work is to provide simultaneous description
of both RA-A and v2 at high pt based on theoretically
known geometry of jet production and bulk matter evolu-
tion. One important concept of the analysis is the so-called
geometric limit, first suggested by one of us in [17]: the
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connecting η/s & jet quenching 

• key: independently measure BOTH qhat(T) & η/s(T)
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estimates of q̂ derived from existing Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider data are shown to imply radically
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The highly excited, strongly interacting matter formed
in collisions of large nuclei at the Relativistic Heavy Ion
Collider (RHIC) exhibits two unusual properties: final
hadrons at large transverse momentum pT are strongly
suppressed in central collisions [1] and the collective
flow of the matter is well described by hydrodynamics
with a negligible shear viscosity [2]. The suppression of
hadrons at large pT , generally referred to as jet quenching,
is understood to be caused by parton energy loss induced
by multiple collisions of the leading parton with color
charges in the near-thermal medium [3–5]. It is still under
debate which fraction of the energy loss is due to radiative
and which to elastic collisions [6].

The RHIC data have been interpreted to imply that the
quark-gluon plasma produced in the nuclear collision is a
strongly coupled medium, which may not even contain
quasiparticles whose interactions can be treated in some
effective perturbation theory [7]. While the absolute values
of the shear viscosity-to-entropy ratio !=s determined
from model analysis of RHIC data tend to rule out a class
of weak coupling approaches based on the hard-thermal
loop (HTL) approximation, it may still be consistent with
the general picture based on weakly coupled quasiparticles
with partonic (quark and gluon) quantum numbers. The
present Letter outlines a method for quantitatively testing
this hypothesis.

The interaction of hard jets with strongly interacting
matter may always be treated in a perturbative expansion
involving short lived partonic excitations as the QCD
coupling is weak at short distances. Thermal excitations
in a QCD medium, on the other hand, may or may not be
partonic quasiparticles. Here, we take the term ‘‘weakly
coupled’’ to mean that the properties of the medium can be
described perturbatively on the basis of an appropriate
partonic quasiparticle picture. This notion does not pre-
clude the possibility that the quasiparticles themselves may
emerge nonperturbatively from the fundamental quanta of
QCD. ‘‘Strong coupling’’ indicates the absence of such a
partonic quasiparticle description. The central assertion
advanced here is that there exists a general relation be-

tween the transport parameter q̂ governing multiple scat-
tering of an energetic parton and the shear viscosity !
which holds for any weakly coupled partonic plasma where
the interaction between the quasiparticles, which is respon-
sible for the generation of a viscosity, has the same struc-
ture and strength as the interaction between the leading jet
parton and the medium.

In any partonic quasiparticle framework, the transport
parameter governing the radiative energy loss of a prop-
agating parton in SU(3)-color representation R is [4]

 q̂ R " "
Z
dq2
?q

2
?
d#R
dq2
?
: (1)

The shear viscosity of a fluid is defined as the coefficient of
the contribution to its stress tensor, which is proportional to
the divergence-free part of the velocity gradient. In the
framework of kinetic theory based on a quasiparticle pic-
ture, the shear viscosity ! is determined by the mean-free
path $f#p$ of a constituent particle of momentum p in the
medium:

 !% C"hpi$f; (2)

with C & 1=3 [8,9]. A heuristic connection between ! and
q̂ can be established by the observation that the mean-free
path is related to the average transport cross section of a
quasiparticle in the medium: $f ' #"#tr$!1. When soft
scattering dominates, as in the case of perturbative QCD,
the transport cross section is related to the differential cross
section by the relation:

 #tr &
4

ŝ

Z
dq2
?q

2
?
d#
dq2
?
" 4q̂
ŝ"
; (3)

where
!!!
ŝ
p

is the center-of-mass energy. For a thermal
ensemble of massless particles, hpi & 3T and hŝi &
18T2, and thus:

 ! & 13:5C
T3"
q̂
: (4)
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Pushing and probing the QGP The Physics Case for sPHENIX
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Figure 1.2: h/s (blue) and T3/q̂ (red) as a function of the inverse of the ’t Hooft coupling[18].
For large l (i.e., small 1/l), h/s approaches the quantum lower bound asymptotically, losing
its sensitivity to further changes in the coupling strength.

In vacuum, the hard scattered parton creates a shower of particles that eventually form a
cone of hadrons, referred to as a jet. In the quark-gluon plasma, the lower energy portion
of the shower may eventually be equilibrated into the medium, thus giving a window
on the rapid thermalization process in heavy ion collisions. This highlights part of the
reason for needing to measure the fully reconstructed jet energy and the correlated particle
emission with respect to the jet at all energy scales. In particular, coupling parameters such
as q̂ and ê are scale dependent and must take on weak coupling values at high enough
energies and very strongly coupled values at thermal energies.

The focus of this proposal is the measurement of jet probes of the medium as a way of
understanding the coupling of the medium, the origin of this coupling, and the mechanism
of rapid equilibration. Some of these jet probe measurements are already being carried
out by the LHC experiments. The quark-gluon plasma is one form of the “condensed
matter” of QCD and in any rigorous investigation of condensed matter of any type, it is
critical to make measurements as one pushes the system closer to and further from a phase
transition and with probes at different length scales. Substantially extending these scales
with measurements at RHIC, particularly closer to the transition temperature and at longer
distance scales, is the unique ability provided by this proposal.

The critical variables to manipulate for this program are the temperature of the
quark-gluon plasma, the length scale probed in the medium, and the virtuality of the
hard process as shown schematically in Figure 1.3. In the following three sections we detail
the physics of each axis.

4
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at strong coupling

• at strong coupling qhat/T3 is a better measure of  the 
coupling (λ) than η/s
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The highly excited, strongly interacting matter formed
in collisions of large nuclei at the Relativistic Heavy Ion
Collider (RHIC) exhibits two unusual properties: final
hadrons at large transverse momentum pT are strongly
suppressed in central collisions [1] and the collective
flow of the matter is well described by hydrodynamics
with a negligible shear viscosity [2]. The suppression of
hadrons at large pT , generally referred to as jet quenching,
is understood to be caused by parton energy loss induced
by multiple collisions of the leading parton with color
charges in the near-thermal medium [3–5]. It is still under
debate which fraction of the energy loss is due to radiative
and which to elastic collisions [6].

The RHIC data have been interpreted to imply that the
quark-gluon plasma produced in the nuclear collision is a
strongly coupled medium, which may not even contain
quasiparticles whose interactions can be treated in some
effective perturbation theory [7]. While the absolute values
of the shear viscosity-to-entropy ratio !=s determined
from model analysis of RHIC data tend to rule out a class
of weak coupling approaches based on the hard-thermal
loop (HTL) approximation, it may still be consistent with
the general picture based on weakly coupled quasiparticles
with partonic (quark and gluon) quantum numbers. The
present Letter outlines a method for quantitatively testing
this hypothesis.

The interaction of hard jets with strongly interacting
matter may always be treated in a perturbative expansion
involving short lived partonic excitations as the QCD
coupling is weak at short distances. Thermal excitations
in a QCD medium, on the other hand, may or may not be
partonic quasiparticles. Here, we take the term ‘‘weakly
coupled’’ to mean that the properties of the medium can be
described perturbatively on the basis of an appropriate
partonic quasiparticle picture. This notion does not pre-
clude the possibility that the quasiparticles themselves may
emerge nonperturbatively from the fundamental quanta of
QCD. ‘‘Strong coupling’’ indicates the absence of such a
partonic quasiparticle description. The central assertion
advanced here is that there exists a general relation be-

tween the transport parameter q̂ governing multiple scat-
tering of an energetic parton and the shear viscosity !
which holds for any weakly coupled partonic plasma where
the interaction between the quasiparticles, which is respon-
sible for the generation of a viscosity, has the same struc-
ture and strength as the interaction between the leading jet
parton and the medium.

In any partonic quasiparticle framework, the transport
parameter governing the radiative energy loss of a prop-
agating parton in SU(3)-color representation R is [4]

 q̂ R " "
Z
dq2
?q

2
?
d#R
dq2
?
: (1)

The shear viscosity of a fluid is defined as the coefficient of
the contribution to its stress tensor, which is proportional to
the divergence-free part of the velocity gradient. In the
framework of kinetic theory based on a quasiparticle pic-
ture, the shear viscosity ! is determined by the mean-free
path $f#p$ of a constituent particle of momentum p in the
medium:

 !% C"hpi$f; (2)

with C & 1=3 [8,9]. A heuristic connection between ! and
q̂ can be established by the observation that the mean-free
path is related to the average transport cross section of a
quasiparticle in the medium: $f ' #"#tr$!1. When soft
scattering dominates, as in the case of perturbative QCD,
the transport cross section is related to the differential cross
section by the relation:

 #tr &
4

ŝ

Z
dq2
?q

2
?
d#
dq2
?
" 4q̂
ŝ"
; (3)

where
!!!
ŝ
p

is the center-of-mass energy. For a thermal
ensemble of massless particles, hpi & 3T and hŝi &
18T2, and thus:

 ! & 13:5C
T3"
q̂
: (4)
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Constraining Effective Coupling
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as well as from instrumental effects. Energy loss in the
medium could lead to much stronger deviations in the
reconstructed energy balance.

The ATLAS detector [8] is well-suited for measuring
jets due to its large acceptance, highly segmented electro-
magnetic and hadronic calorimeters. These allow efficient
reconstruction of jets over a wide range in the region
j!j< 4:5. The detector also provides precise charged par-
ticle and muon tracking. An event display showing the inner
detector and calorimeter systems is shown in Fig. 1.

Liquid argon technology providing excellent energy and
position resolution is used in the electromagnetic calorime-
ter that covers the pseudorapidity range j!j< 3:2. The
hadronic calorimetry in the range j!j< 1:7 is provided
by a sampling calorimeter made of steel and scintillating
tiles. In the end caps (1:5< j!j< 3:2), liquid argon tech-
nology is also used for the hadronic calorimeters, matching
the outer j!j limits of the electromagnetic calorimeters. To
complete the ! coverage, the liquid argon forward calo-
rimeters provide both electromagnetic and hadronic energy
measurements, extending the coverage up to j!j ! 4:9.
The calorimeter (! and ") granularities are 0:1" 0:1 for
the hadronic calorimeters up to j!j ! 2:5 (except for the
third layer of the tile calorimeter, which has a segmentation
of 0:2" 0:1 up to j!j ! 1:7) and then 0:2" 0:2 up to
j!j ! 4:9. The electromagnetic calorimeters are longitudi-
nally segmented into three compartments and feature a
much finer readout granularity varying by layer, with cells
as small as 0:025" 0:025 extending to j!j ! 2:5 in the
middle layer. In the data-taking period considered, ap-
proximately 187 000 calorimeter cells (98% of the total)
were usable for event reconstruction.

The bulk of the data reported here were triggered by
using coincidence signals from two sets of minimum bias
trigger scintillator detectors, positioned at z ! #3:56 m,

covering the full azimuth between 2:09< j!j< 3:84 and
divided into eight " sectors and two ! sectors.
Coincidences in the zero degree calorimeter and luminos-
ity measurement using a Cherenkov integrating detector
were also used as primary triggers, since these detectors
were far less susceptible to LHC beam backgrounds. These
triggers have a large overlap and are close to fully efficient
for the events studied here.
In the offline analysis, events are required to have a time

difference between the two sets of minimum bias trigger
scintillator counters of !t < 3 ns and a reconstructed ver-
tex to efficiently reject beam-halo backgrounds. The pri-
mary vertex is derived from the reconstructed tracks in the
inner detector, which covers j!j< 2:5 by using silicon
pixel and strip detectors surrounded by straw tubes.
These event selection criteria have been estimated to ac-
cept over 98% of the total lead-lead inelastic cross section.
The level of event activity or ‘‘centrality’’ is character-

ized by using the total transverse energy ("ET) deposited
in the forward calorimeters (FCal), which cover 3:2<
j!j< 4:9, shown in Fig. 2. Bins are defined in centrality
according to fractions of the total lead-lead cross section
selected by the trigger and are expressed in terms
of percentiles (0%–10%, 10%–20%, 20%–40%, and
40%–100%) with 0% representing the upper end of the
"ET distribution. Previous heavy ion experiments have
shown a clear correlation of the "ET with the geometry
of the overlap region of the colliding nuclei and, corre-
spondingly, the total event multiplicity. This is verified in
the bottom panel of Fig. 2, which shows a tight correlation
between the energy flow near midrapidity and the forward
"ET . The forward "ET is used for this analysis to avoid
biasing the centrality measurement with jets.
Jets have been reconstructed by using the infrared-safe

anti-kt jet clustering algorithm [9] with the radius parame-

FIG. 1 (color online). Event display of a highly asymmetric dijet event, with one jet with ET > 100 GeV and no evident recoiling jet
and with high-energy calorimeter cell deposits distributed over a wide azimuthal region. By selecting tracks with pT > 2:6 GeV and
applying cell thresholds in the calorimeters (ET > 700 MeV in the electromagnetic calorimeter, and E > 1 GeV in the hadronic
calorimeter), the recoil can be seen dispersed widely over the azimuth.
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tended to illustrate the effect of the heavy ion background
on jet reconstruction, not any underlying physics process.
The dijet asymmetry in peripheral lead-lead events is
similar to that in both proton-proton and simulated events;
however, as the events become more central, the lead-lead
data distributions develop different characteristics, indicat-
ing an increased rate of highly asymmetric dijet events.
The asymmetry distribution broadens; the mean shifts to
higher values; the peak at zero asymmetry is no longer
visible; and for the most central events a peak is visible at
higher asymmetry values (asymmetries larger than 0.6 can
exist only for leading jets substantially above the kinematic
threshold of 100 GeV transverse energy). The !! distri-
butions show that the leading and second jets are primarily
back-to-back in all centrality bins; however, a systematic
increase is observed in the rate of second jets at large
angles relative to the recoil direction as the events become
more central.

Numerous studies have been performed to verify that the
events with large asymmetry are not produced by back-
grounds or detector effects. Detector effects primarily in-
clude readout errors and local acceptance loss due to dead
channels and detector cracks. All of the jet events in this
sample were checked, and no events were flagged as
problematic. The analysis was repeated first by requiring
both jets to be within j"j< 1 and j"j< 2, to see if there is
any effect related to boundaries between the calorimeter
sections, and no change to the distribution was observed.
Furthermore, the highly asymmetric dijets were not found
to populate any specific region of the calorimeter, indicat-

ing that no substantial fraction of produced energy was lost
in an inefficient or uncovered region.
To investigate the effect of the underlying event, the jet

radius parameter R was varied from 0.4 to 0.2 and 0.6 with
the result that the large asymmetry was not reduced. In
fact, the asymmetry increased for the smaller radius, which
would not be expected if detector effects are dominant. The
analysis was independently corroborated by a study of
‘‘track jets,’’ reconstructed with inner detector tracks of
pT > 4 GeV using the same jet algorithms. The inner
detector has an estimated efficiency for reconstructing
charged hadrons above pT > 1 GeV of approximately
80% in the most peripheral events (the same as that found
in 7 TeV proton-proton operation) and 70% in the most
central events, due to the approximately 10% occupancy
reached in the silicon strips. A similar asymmetry effect is
also observed with track jets. The jet energy scale and
underlying event subtraction were also validated by corre-
lating calorimeter and track-based jet measurements.
The missing ET distribution was measured for minimum

bias heavy ion events as a function of the total ET deposited
in the calorimeters up to about "ET ! 10 TeV. The reso-
lution as a function of total ET shows the same behavior as
in proton-proton collisions. None of the events in the jet-
selected sample was found to have an anomalously large
missing ET .
The events containing high-pT jets were studied for the

presence of high-pT muons that could carry a large fraction
of the recoil energy. Fewer than 2% of the events have a
muon with pT > 10 GeV, potentially recoiling against the
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FIG. 3 (color online). (Top) Dijet asymmetry distributions for data (points) and unquenched HIJING with superimposed PYTHIA dijets
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p ! 7 TeV, analyzed with the same jet selection, are shown as open circles. (Bottom) Distribution of !!, the azimuthal angle
between the two jets, for data and HIJING" PYTHIA, also as a function of centrality.
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• 2B central AuAu events / 20 
week run

• →105 jets > 20GeV

• rates include RHIC luminosity 
scaling with beam energy

• working to determine lowest 
energy feasible for jet 
measurements
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further explore T dep. of  QGP properties

jet measurements @ √sNN = 100GeV
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Hard Probes at RHIC

• measure the temperature dependence of  transport properties by varying 
the collision energy

• interconnections between QGP properties enables a coherent 
understanding of  QGP
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subtract the electrons from charm from the overall non-photonic electron spectrum.  
Measuring RAA, rather than RCP, requires a large untriggered dataset in p+p collisions at 
200 GeV. 
 

 
Figure 5.4 Projection of D0 v2, as 
compared to hydrodynamical calculations 
and coalescence calculations assuming 
charm flows as light quarks, or does not 
flow. 

 
Figure 5.5 Projected uncertainties on D0 
RCP 

 

 
Using triggered datasets, first open beauty measurements in Au+Au collisions in STAR 
can be made using displaced electrons as shown in Figure 5.6.  The ratio of electrons 
from beauty to those from charm, measured in Au+Au, can be compared to published 
STAR results from electron-hadron and electron-D0 correlations in p+p collisions, to 
see if beauty is suppressed less than charm in medium at RHIC energies.  The 
projection folds in the loss of luminosity due to the requirement of a tight vertex z cut 
in order to maximize the acceptance of the HFT PXL layers. 
 

 
Figure 5.6 Projected ratio of electrons from beauty to total non-photonic electrons in 
Au+Au collisions, for integrated luminosities and event counts as shown. For 
comparison, published results from p+p collisions are shown [STAR, Phys. Rev. Lett. 

RHIC luminosity, detector upgrades and robust 
theoretical models enable a rich era of  hard 

probes physics at RHIC!

I’ve highlighted new measurements enabled by upgraded detectors
additionally dramatic improvements in understanding to be gained 
by huge increase in statistical precision of  existing measurements
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LHC timeline
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J.M. Jowett,Town Meeting "Relativistic Heavy Ion Collisions", CERN, 29/6/2012

LHC Heavy-Ion Programme to 2022
2013-14 Long shutdown LS1, increase E

2015-16 Pb-Pb Design luminosity+, ~ 250 µb-1/year

2017 p-Pb or 
Pb-Pb

P-Pb to enhance 2015-16 data. Energy?
Pb-Pb if µb-1 still needed

2018 LS2:  install DS collimators around ALICE to protect magnets  
(ALICE upgrade for 6 × design luminosity )

2019 Pb-Pb Beyond design luminosity … as far as we can.  Reduce bunch 
spacing?

2020 p-Pb

2021 Ar-Ar Intensity to be seen from injector commissioning for SPS 
fixed target.
Demanding collimation requirements. 

2022 LS3, upgrades ?? Stochastic cooling ??
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does charm coalesce?

• similar measurement at LHC doesn’t come until ALICE ITS Upgrade
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105 (2010) 202301], along with the band of allowed results from Fixed Order Next-to 
Leading Log calculations in p+p collisions.   
Run 14 will not allow for datasets of the size needed for tests of coalescence using the 
Λc.  Figure 5.7 shows a projection of the uncertainties on the Λc, with a Minimum Bias 
dataset four times larger than that proposed for Run 14 plus a distinct central dataset 
five times larger than that enclosed in the Run 14 minimum bias dataset.  This size of a 
dataset is needed to make definitive statements about whether charmed baryons are 
enhanced relative to charmed mesons, in direct analogy to the light hadron 
baryon/meson enhancements believed to be caused by the dominance of coalescence as 
a particle production mechanism.  Since much of the interpretation of charm v2 at 
intermediate pT hinges on the coalescence mechanism between flowing charm quarks 
and flowing light quarks enabling the two flows to add, this test of the coalescence 
mechanism is critical, and so STAR will need to return to Au+Au with the HFT after 
Run 14. 
 

!C Measurements 

!C ( ! p + K + !):  

1)  Lowest mass charm baryon 
2)  Total yield and !C/D0 ratios 

can be measured. 

 
Figure 5.7 Projected uncertainties on double ratio of (RCP Λc )/(RCP D0) from a long 
Au+Au run, with datasets larger than can be obtained in Run 14. 
 
Run 14 also begins the physics program with the full MTD.  The primary focus of this 
program is on Quarkonia at RHIC energies, using muons to completely remove the 
issue of Bremsstrahlung tails in the lineshapes.  This is most important in the separation 
of the Upsilon 1S from the 2S and 3S states, all three of which are expected to be 
suppressed differently in the QGP.  Figure 5.8 shows a projected line-shape with the 
MTD, showing that the 1S can be clearly separated from the 2S+3S, while the 2S and 
3S can be separated statistically assuming a large statistics sample and good control 
over the lineshape.  Figure 5.9 shows the projected RAA for the sum of the three states, 
as a measure of total statistical power.  These measurements require a large integrated 
luminosity: to measure the RAA of Upsilon 3S will be a multi-year program, and likely 
requires p+p running at √s = 500 GeV, along with the assumption that the relative ratios 
of the Upsilon states do not change with √s, an assumption that world data supports.  
Table 5.1 shows an estimate for the required luminosity for measurements of the 2S+3S 

HFT Projections

FY16, additional AuAu 
running 25 weeks
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Figure 1
(a) p̄/!! ratios measured in central Au + Au collisions at "s NN = 200 GeV at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) compared
to measurements from e+ + e! and p + p collisions. (b) The ratio "̄/2K 0

S for central and midcentral Au + Au collisions at "s NN =
200 GeV measured by the Solenoidal Tracker at RHIC (STAR). The p̄/!! ratio from p + p collisions from STAR is shown for
comparison. Abbreviations: NSD, nonsingle diffractive; PHENIX, Pioneering High Energy Nuclear Interaction Experiment.
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Figure 2
Nuclear modification factors (RCP) for various identified particles measured in Au + Au collisions at"s NN = 200 GeV by the Solenoidal Tracker at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (STAR) collaboration.
The K 0

S and " + "̄ RCP values demonstrate that strange baryon yields are enhanced in central Au + Au
collisions compared to strange meson yields. Later measurements of the #, $ + $̄, and % + %̄ showed that
the rate of increase of the particle yields with collision centrality depended strongly on whether the particle
was a baryon or meson, with the mass dependence being subdominant. The baryon and meson RCP values
fall into two separate bands (lines), with the baryon RCP appearing larger than the meson RCP .
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2013 & 2014 RHIC Running
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PAC Reommendations: June 2012

 

 3

3. RHIC run plans 
 
3.1 Executive summary 
 
For Run 13 the PAC recommends the following (in order of priority): 
 

1. Running with polarized proton collisions at 500 GeV to provide an integrated 
luminosity of 750 pb-1 at an average polarization of 55%. 

2. Depending on the amount of running time remaining after priority #1 
a. If less than 3 weeks remain, a week of 200 GeV Au+Au collisions. 
b. If at least 3 weeks of running time remain, 3 weeks of 15 GeV Au+Au 

collisions. 
3. 8 days of 62 GeV p+p collisions. 
4. At the discretion of the ALD, 4 days of low-luminosity running to accomplish the 

pp2pp goals. 
 

For Run 14 the PAC recommends the following (in order of priority) 
 

1. 8-10 weeks of 200 GeV Au+Au collisions. 

2. 4-5 weeks of 200 GeV polarized proton collisions. 

3. For any remaining time, 200 GeV d+Au collisions. 

 
3.2 Discussion of 2013 and 2014 priorities 
 
The STAR and PHENIX experiments have both chosen as top priorities for 2013 an 
extended polarized proton run at 500 GeV to complete the first phase of the W single spin 
asymmetry measurements. For 2014, the two experiments proposed an extended Au+Au 
run at 200 GeV to make high-statistics measurements of heavy flavor production. As 
these measurements address key goals of the RHIC science program and take advantage 
of recent detector upgrades, they are strongly supported by the PAC.  
 
STAR and PHENIX requested 200 GeV polarized p+p running, PHENIX in 2013, STAR 
in 2014. This running will provide essential comparison data for the 200 GeV Au+Au 
measurements and additional spin measurements. Due to the scheduling of the STAR 
HFT upgrade, the PAC recommends that 200 GeV p+p running take place in 2014 to 
allow the HFT to be used for both the Au+Au and the comparison p+p measurements. 
 
STAR proposed a short 200 GeV Au+Au run in 2013 with a primary goal of 
commissioning a portion of the HFT using high-multiplicity collisions. Given the 
importance of the success of the HFT upgrade to the Au+Au program in 2014, the PAC 
recommends that at least one week in 2013 be dedicated to such running if sufficient time 
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7LPHOLQH�IRU�5+,&·V�1H[W�'HFDGH 
Years Beam Species and 

Energies 
Science Goals New Systems 

Commissioned 
2013 • 500 GeV ܘ +           ܘ 

• 15 GeV Au+Au 
• Sea antiquark and gluon 

polarization  
• QCD critical point search 

• Electron lenses  
• upgraded pol’d source  
• STAR HFT  

2014 • 200 GeV Au+Au and 
baseline data via 200 
GeV p+p (needed for 
new det. 
subsystems) 

• Heavy flavor flow, energy loss,   
thermalization, etc.           

• quarkonium studies 

• 56 MHz SRF  
• full HFT 
• STAR Muon Telescope 

Detector  
• PHENIX Muon Piston 

Calorimeter Extension 
(MPC-EX) 

2015-
2017 

• High stat. Au+Au at 
200 and ~40 GeV  

• U+U/Cu+Au at 1-2 
energies                   

• 200 GeV p+A           
• 500 GeV ܘ +  ܘ 

• Extract K/s(Tmin) + constrain 
initial quantum fluctuations                                  

• further heavy flavor studies  
• sphaleron tests @ PBz0 
• gluon densities & saturation   
• finish p+p W prod’n 

• Coherent Electron 
Cooling (CeC) test    

• Low-energy electron 
cooling                       

• STAR inner TPC pad 
row upgrade 

2018-
2021 

• 5-20 GeV Au+Au (E 
scan phase 2)  

• long 200 GeV + 1-2 
lower �s Au+Au w/ 
upgraded dets.  

• baseline data @ 200 
GeV and lower �s 

• 500 GeV ܘ +          ܘ 
• 200 GeV ܘ +   ۯ 

• x10 sens. increase to QCD 
critical point and deconfinement 
onset      

• jet, di-jet, J-jet quenching probes 
of E-loss mechanism 

• color screening for different qq 
states                                              

• transverse spin asyms.  Drell-Yan 
& gluon saturation 

• sPHENIX                  
• forward physics 

upgrades 


